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Researches on discourse have been gaining increasing attention in higher 
education. Higher education discourse is a reflection of power game， interest 
competition，  control and adjustment，  ideological confrontation and their 
interactions， while indicating the popular area of higher education researches 
within a certain time period. The power system in discourse，  regardless of 
whatever kind of society it is，  will decide if the ways of speaking and doing 
things are reasonable and justified，  or conversely，  are being rejected or 
marginalized. The introduction of discourse theory into higher education 
researches will help further develop the higher education researches and 
explore some brand new research field.  
The historic information immersed in higher education discourse is as 
rich and colorful as fossils， while discourse analysis can decode its ideology， 
obtain its potential authentic meanings， and discover an implied history in the 
end. Using Fei discourse analysis methods and based on literature review and 
text studies，  this paper aims at cultural research and focuses on the entire 
transferring history of Chinese higher education discourse in a montage，  
including the ancient times，  modern times，  and contemporary times. It 
makes analyses on the context，  features，  and practice of Chinese higher 
education discourse in different historic time periods，  followed by two texts 
experimental analysis from different perspectives and using different 
methods， so as to investigate the Chinese higher education discourse transfer 
since 1998，  and to come up with its transferring rules. The reflection and 















higher education， summarizes the transferring rules， points out the problems 
existing in our higher education，  and makes an attempt to propose some 
constructive thoughts.  
This paper analyzes the higher education discourse in terms of society，  
politics，  and culture，  with the relations between power and discourse 
threading through the whole writing to exam the development， characteristics 
and contemporary status of higher education discourse， and to further explore 
its ideal construction. Reviewing the transferring process of Chinese higher 
education discourse and its longitudinal traces，  this paper lays much 
emphasis on reflecting the prominent points in transferring process ，  
extending the points to aspects，  describing in discourse objectively the 
transferring ups and downs，  showing the transferring characteristics，  and 
discussing the way of Chinese higher education getting improved and mature. 
Retrospections are also made in order to shed some instructive light on the 
healthy development of Chinese higher education. 
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与社会变迁间又形成了怎样的互动关系？   
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